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Church puts high priority on conscience
ful ought carefully to attend to die sacred and certain doctrine of t h e
church.''
;

By Patricia Schoelles, SSJ
Courier columnist
Recently a letter came to me asking
whether the church really wants us to
obey our consciences and not "just do
what the church says." This sent me
on a search for some ways to talk
about the church's "official" view of
conscience. It was not difficult to locate some passages that can help all of
us to understand how the church
views the relationship of conscience
and the moral life.
In the document called "The Pastoral Constitution on the Church in
die Modern World" (Gaudium etspes)
from the Second Vatican Council, we
find what I think is the most eloquent
statement about conscience to be
found anywhere. In fact, the audiors „,
of die New Catechism chose this passage to begin their own section on
conscience. With some minor editing
to make its phrasing apply to all human beings, die passage reads:
"Deep within our consciences we'
find a law which we .have not laid
upon ourselves, but which we must
obey. Its voice, ever calling us to love
and to do what is good and to avoid
evil, sounds in our hearts at the right
moment.... For we have in our hearts
a law inscribed by God... Our consciences are our most secret core and
our sanctuary. There we are alone
with God whose voice echoes in our
depths." #16
This passage presents in a nutshell

What is interesting here is the
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the priority the church grants in its
most authoritative documents to the
role of conscience. It also hints, at why
the church has held for centuries that
we must obey our consciences. The
reason is that in the church's view,

conscience is the most secret core and
sanctuary of a human person; conscience is that center of die self where
we are alone with God, and where
God's voice echoes in our depth.
Further evidence of how seriously
the church treats the exercise of conscience can be found in the "Declaration on Religious Liberty" (Dignatatis
humantteJ_also from the Council. A
statement from no. l^"'of that documents reads: "In the formation o f
their consciences, the Christian faith-

phrase "to attend to." In an earlier
draft of this passage, it was proposed
diat this sentence read: "...the Christian faithful ought to form their consciences according to the teaching of
the church." This statement was rejected in the final draft in favor of die
less restrictive phrase "to attend to."
By accepting this less restrictive meaning, the council affirmed that our
obligation to follow the teaching of
the church does not make it the exclusive basis of moral judgment While
we surely must pay attention to the
teaching of the church and give it authority in our decision making, we
also must consider the circumstances
and other personal factors that constitute die concrete situations in which
we must act.
A n o t h e r example of a n official
church document moving to a less restrictive interpretation of the role of
church teaching in the formation of
conscience is found in Paul VI's famous encyclical Humanae Vitae. In
dealing with the question of artificial
contraceptive, the first draft of that
document stated: "The choice of contraceptive methods must b e found in
accordance with die norms proposed
by the church's teaching."
Had this statement' been accepted,
it would make die magisterial teaching
the only and exclusive basis of any

judgment about contraceptive methods. But this statement was not accepted. Instead, the final draft of the
encyclical reads like this; "The judgment about the contraceptive mediod
must include in the conscientious examination the objective n o r m s proposed by die church's teaching office."
These diree examples from church
documents show how very seriously
the church takes our exercise of conscience. Traditionally, and even to this
day, conscience has been regarded as
the "ultimate subjective n o r m " of
morality. The teaching on conscience
completes the church's teaching on
objective norms of the moral life. We
are responsible for our actions in the
concrete, even while we must take into
account with utter seriousness t h e
teachings of our church.
Clearly, we must grant to church
teaching the authority it claims and
the presumption that it is right. But
the church insists upon being our
moral teacher — "magisterium" means
"teacher" — and not our moral parent, making our decisions for us.
The Catholic faith includes a richly
textured tradition of thought on the
moral life. We do it a grave injustice if
we try to oversimplify it or make it
something less than what it is. We
have a strong body of objective moral
teachings on issues. But we also have
a strong, centuries-old teaching on the
relationship between those objective
teachings a n d o u r subjective exercise
of conscience.
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Wedding Candy Specialties
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Open Daily 1 0 - 6
623 Park Avenue
473-20981

Becker's
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A Great Place for Getting Started

436-5129
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2267 Clifford Ave, Rochester, NY 14609
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Specializing in Cheesecakes
Uniquely Designed and
Decorated Wedding Cakes.
272-8608
272-0800
Genesee Valley Regional Market
900 Jefferson Road • Rochester

HOTELS

DAN'S
CRAFTS*
THINGS
EMPIRE BLVD., ROCHESTER, NY 14
716-654-8388»SA VE - DO IT YOURSELF!

nsliJtnjioriJ&ljop
821 Ridge Road West
2251050

•WeddingAccessories •Ribbons
'Headpieces
•Instruction Books
• Cake Tops
• Silk Flowers
•Bridal Bouquets
• Favor Supplies • Veiling

1300 Jefferson Road, Rochester, NY 14623

MUSIC

Free Wedding Planning Workshop
Two hour workshop includes planning workbook

Call today for next available date

266-5472

J

« * • Available for Weddings • ps*
1 Versed in Sacred, Classical J J
•
& Popular Music
HEATHER FAHEY • 716-663-7676

NEWSPAPERS

FLORISTS

"Make Your Special Day A Memorable One"
3 Banquet Rooms
1713 LYELL AVENUE ROCHESTER, NY 14606
(716) 2 5 4 0 0 2 8
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"Fran 50 to 1000 P«yie"
Sins* 1955
FOR PRIVATE PARTIES

3 Distinctive Dining Rooms

«, Spacious Private Cocktail Lounges
235-6978
1420 Scottsville Road
Robert O'Connor
Rochester, NY 14624
Richard O'Connor
PARTYHOUSE

"ROCHESTER'S
MOST ELEGANT
PARTY HOUSE"

Accommodations for 50-1500 Guests
1020 Maple Street

436-2112

RED MEN'S PARTY HOUSE
• WEDDINGS • RECEPTIONS • SHOWERS
•BANQUETS-MEETINGS
Coordinating memorable events for over 50 years.
ACCOMMODATING 50-800
j
1001 Lexington Avenue
254-6220 |
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Florist
For that one special occassion you 11 wantperfection.
2279 Clifford Ave. .
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Lett's Landing Fairport
223-9070

TRAINED EXPERIENCED VOCALIST

MOVE THE WEDDING
PARTY TO OUR HOUSE
• Discounted rates available.
Call and make your reservations now!
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IRISH WEDDING
BANDS
JEWELRY & GIFTS
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ANN/EC

For private, intimate parties
up to 150 people.
Eastman Place • 387 E. Main St.
232-3350

1461 BUFFALO RD. at Howard

JEWELRY
SAVOIA PASTRY S t t O P P E
482-1130
Wedding Cakes, Cookie Trays
and Sweets Table
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MANSON NEWS DISTRIBUTORS
634 South Ave.. Roch.. NY

244-3880

Receptions • Rehearsals • Showers
Accommodations to 300 Guests
( 7 1 6 ) 5 4 6 - 2 4 9 0 • 1400 Midtown Tower

